Two or more dimensions unintentionally varied simultaneously are said to be confounded, but several theories in personality intentionally combine 3 or more distinct qualities. Researchers using these theories sum the qualities before testing predictions. How wise is this practice? The practice appears to derive from 2 distinct lines of reasoning. One of them assumes that the component dimensions converge on a single underlying quality (latent variable) that each reflects imperfectly. The other assumes a synergy among dimensions. Issues arising from each line of reasoning are illustrated by examining self-monitoring, attributional style, and hardiness. Conclusions are that (a) information is lost whenever a latent variable theory is tested solely by a composite and (b) a synergistic theory can be tested only through a statistical interaction.
A confound is said to exist when a researcher sets out to establish a difference between groups on one variable and inadvertently establishes simultaneous differences on two or more variables. Confounds are undesirable because they cloud the picture of associations, making it impossible to be sure which of the two (or more) varied qualities is actually "responsible for the effect observed in the dependent measure.
There are times, however, when two or more dimensions are varied simultaneously without use of the word confound and without the pejorative implications conveyed by that word. This occurs when the construct under study is itself multidimensional. In recent years several theories have been proposed in which theorist-researchers have intentionally combined two or more distinct variables with each other, using a resulting summary index to predict other phenomena and a broader theoretical construct to explain the effects that are observed. Three well-known examples from the recent literature of personality psychology are self-monitoring (Snyder, 1974 (Snyder, , 1979 (Snyder, , 1986 , attributional style (Seligman, Abramson, Semmel, & von Baeyer, 1979) , and hardiness (Kobasa, 1979) . ' In this article I examine issues that arise when theorists and researchers test such multifaceted constructs and use them to understand behavior. By multifaceted constructs, I mean constructs that are composed of two or more subordinate concepts, each of which can be distinguished conceptually from the others and measured separately, despite being related to each other both logically and empirically. In the process of considering issues that arise from the use of such constructs, I also examine the implications of these issues for the three specific cases just named.
Three Multifaceted Constructs
First, a brief review of these three constructs and their component elements. Self-monitoring (Snyder, 1974 (Snyder, , 1979 ) is a broad-based individual difference in how people orient themselves to social interaction. People high in self-monitoring are (a) concerned with the situational appropriateness of their actions, (b) sensitive to subtle cues by which others may indicate what actions are appropriate, (c) relatively adept at acting, and (d) able and willing to control their expressive behavior so as to optimize their self-presentations, even if this means portraying themselves very differently in different contexts. The Self-Monitoring Scale (Snyder, 1974) includes items that focus on each of these component tendencies. Snyder and his colleagues (as well as other independent researchers) have conducted a large number of studies, using this scale to select subjects as being high versus low in self-monitoring. The wide range of findings obtained in this research attests to the involvement of self-monitoring in diverse aspects of social behavior (for reviews, see Snyder, 1986; Snyder &Gangestad, 1986) .
Attributional style as a personality construct derives from the ' Another construct that might be added to this list is the Type A behavior pattern, which is typically viewed as a composite of competitive achievement striving, a sense of time urgency, and hostility (see, e.g., Glass, 1977; Matthews, 1982) . One difference between Type A and these three constructs is that assessment of the Type A composite does not always explicitly involve measurement of each component.
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CHARLES S. CARVER reformulated helplessness theory of depression (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978) . This theory holds that the manner in which people explain events in their lives has an important influence on the development and maintenance of dysphoric mood states. In particular, people who attribute bad events to causes that are internal, stable, and global are believed to be prone to depression.
2 The Attributional Style Questionnaire was devised to measure people's dispositional tendencies to make attributions along these three dimensions by assessing causal explanations for a series of hypothetical outcomes (Peterson et al., 1982; Seligman et al., 1979) . Although its role as an antecedent of depression is somewhat controversial (Coyne & Gotlib, 1983, and Seligman, 1984, offer conflicting views) , attributional style is widely accepted as an important construct in the analysis of depression.
Hardiness (Kobasa, 1979 (Kobasa, , 1982 Kobasa, Maddi, & Kahn, 1982 ) is a construct that derives from existential psychology. Hardy people are characterized as having the belief that they can influence the events they experience, as feeling deep commitment to the activities in which they spend their time, and as viewing changes in their lives as challenging opportunities for further development. Hardiness has been measured in several ways, all of which involve the assessment of those three qualities: an internal locus of control, a sense of commitment, and a sense of challenge. Hardiness is best known for its potential influence on health. It has been suggested that hardy people are resistant to the stresses of day-to-day life and are less likely to develop illness when stressed. Although the construct is relatively recent in origin, several studies have supported the idea that hardiness is associated with good health (Kobasa, 1979; Kobasa etal, 1982; Wiebe & McCallum, 1986) .
How the Conceptualizations Have Been Tested
How are multifaceted constructs tested in research? The three theories just outlined have had different histories in this respect. In one case, there has been at least a weak tendency to shift from examining the whole toward examining the parts that compose the whole. In the other two cases, there has been a rapid shift in the opposite direction.
Self-Monitoring
Researchers of self-monitoring have for years used the SelfMonitoring Scale as though it were a unidimensional instrument, scoring it as a simple sum of responses to all of the items (after appropriate reversals). This procedure follows from and is reflective of Snyder's approach to self-monitoring research. That is, although he took pains to sample all facets of his conceptualization when developing items for the Self-Monitoring Scale (Snyder, 1974) , he has not preferred to examine the facets separately in his research.
Others have expressed concern, however, on discovering that the scale is not unidimensional (e.g., Briggs, Cheek, & Buss, 1980; Gabrenya & Arkin, 1980; Lennox & Wolfe, 1984) . Indeed, the discovery seems to have have been viewed as unexpected rather than as being a natural consequence of Snyder's conceptualization. Increased awareness of the scale's multifactorial character has led to development of additional measures of self-monitoring, at least one of which incorporates separate subscales to measure different facets of the construct ^Lennox & Wolfe, 1984) . There thus appears to have been a drift among at least some people who are interested in self-monitoring toward examining facets of the concept separately from each other. Snyder himself, however, continues to prefer to examine self-monitoring only as a composite (Snyder & Gangestad, 1986) .
Attributional Style
Research on attributional style has had a different history. In the initial application of the Attributional Style Questionnaire (ASQ), each dimension was examined separately as a predictor of depressive symptoms, although a composite was also tested (Seligman et al., 1979) . Each attributional dimension for bad outcomes was found to be correlated with depression (as there is less theoretical clarity regarding good-outcome attributions, I ignore them in this discussion). The composite for bad outcomes also correlated with depression.
A few researchers have continued to test the dimensions separately (e.g., Blaney, Behar, & Head, 1980; Hammen, Krantz, & Cochran, 1981; Manly, McMahon, Bradley, & Davidson, 1982) . The scale's developers, however, quickly concluded that there was no point in doing so. In their next article on the scale (Peterson et al., 1982) , they urged others to use composite scores for ease in data analysis. Most people who have used the ASQ subsequently have taken this advice. Currently, most reports give correlations of composite scores and give no information about separate dimensions (e.g., Cutrona, 1983; Hamilton & Abramson, 1983; O'Hara, Neunaber, & Zekoski, 1984; Peterson & Barrett, 1987; Riskind, Rholes, Brannon, & Burdick, 1987) .
Hardiness
The same shift in research strategy characterizes work on hardiness. An initial study (Kobasa, 1979) tested several measures of each facet of hardiness to determine whether the measures could distinguish between men who were stressed and ill and men who were not ill despite equivalent levels of stress. For each facet, at least one measure distinguished successfully between the groups (although other measures did not). In later research Wiebe & McCallum, 1986) , however, the facets of hardiness were measured separately and combined into an index of hardiness before computing associations with dependent variables. This was done despite the fact that the component measures were not equivalent in their predictive usefulness in the earlier research (indeed, two of the scales used later had not distinguished between groups in the earlier study).
More recently yet, an instrument called the Personal Views Survey was developed by the Hardiness Institute (1985) . This scale continues to measure the three facets of hardiness separately with distinct subscales, but the subscales are combined before testing predictions. Thus, predictions for hardiness now are usually tested and reported as a composite, with no information given about the role played by any component facet (see Hull, Van Treuren, & Virnelli, 1987 , for a review of exceptions to this general rule).
Gains and Losses When Distinct Qualities
Are Combined
A Gain: Conceptual Simplicity
Why have the developers of these three theories all chosen to combine three or more conceptually distinct qualities into a single predictive index? What is the benefit of doing this? At first glance, an obvious benefit is to simplify the lives of the theoristresearchers. It simplifies the data analysis, the conceptual explanation of the findings, and the work of getting other people to understand what the findings are and what they mean.
Suppose you are interested in the idea that some people are oriented toward others, pick up cues readily from them, make easy self-presentational shifts to match the demands of the situation, and vary in behavior from situation to situation, whereas other people are oriented inward, are relatively inattentive to surrounding social cues, do not shift much in self-portrayal, and vary little from situation to situation. It is far easier to test, explain, and describe this line of reasoning to other people if you think of all these qualities as coalescing to form self-monitoring than if you construe each tendency separately and treat them as a matrix of three or four different traits throughout. This argument, of course, is applicable not only to self-monitoring but also to other multifaceted constructs.
An important gain, then, from combining across facets of a multidimensional construct is to enhance the simplicity and the accessibility of the idea one wishes to examine and discuss. If this were the only consequence of combining, the strategy would seem a useful one.
A Loss: Conceptual and Empirical Ambiguity
The strategy is not without a cost, however. The cost is that summing the facets creates a confounding among explanatory conceptual elements. If two groups of subjects are defined as differing from each other in three known ways rather than one (or in some uncontrolled blending of the three known variables), there is much more ambiguity about why the groups may differ from each other on any dependent or outcome variable.
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In any given study, it is possible that an obtained group difference (or a correlation) is attributable to one component of the predictor index, to the additive effects of two or more components, to the interactive effects of all the components, or to a hodgepodge of different effects among different subjects. Without testing each component separately, in addition to the test of the composite index, one cannot be sure of the basis by which the composite was associated with the outcome measure.
Considered at this superficial level, the use of this strategy involves a trade-off: the gain of simplicity and accessibility, coming at the cost of greater ambiguity in explanation. Closer consideration, however, suggests that the picture is not as simple as this. There appear to be two distinct theoretical bases for the use of multidimensional constructs. These theoretical bases differ sharply in the extent to which they can offer justification for summing across conceptual dimensions.
Combining Distinct Surface Manifestations to Reach a Latent Variable
One use of a multifaceted construct appears to stem from the idea that there is a single latent variable of true interest, which has several distinct surface manifestations. The latent variable cannot be measured directly, but it can be measured indirectly by measuring its various surface manifestations. To the degree that researchers assess these manifestations additively, they are likely to be tapping with greater success into the latent variable. As a result, they are thereby more likely to obtain associations with dependent measures to which the latent variable should relate. The latent variable is, in effect, triangulated by the personality measure. This approach, which I refer to here as the latent variable position, seems to characterize Snyder's theorizing about self-monitoring (see Snyder & Gangestad, 1986) .
This viewpoint has a number of implications regarding what one should expect to find in empirical research, not all of which are immediately obvious. For one thing, this view implies that individual facets of a construct should sometimes predict dependent variables better than should the broader construct (i.e., the overall index). If a dependent measure is imperfectly related to the latent variable, by virtue of being closely related to onebut only one-of its several manifestations, the empirical link from the dependent measure should be stronger to the single component than to the overall index (cf. Briggs & Cheek, 1986) . From this viewpoint, it would be neither surprising nor alarming to find (as a hypothetical example) that being successful in creating a particular impression on an observer relates more strongly to an "acting" component of self-monitoring than it does to overall self-monitoring.
There are two circumstances, however, in which the multidimensional construct should be a better empirical predictor of outcome measures than should any of its facets. The first circumstance arises when the dependent measure relates directly to the latent variable rather than to one of its surface manifestations. In such a case, a composite index should be a better predictor than any of its components, because each component reflects the latent variable only indirectly.
The second circumstance arises when several diverse outcomes are combined into what Fishbein and Ajzen (1974) called a "multiple-act criterion." Because the latent variable relates somewhat to all of the dependent measures (despite their diversity), and because the composite personality index represents the best assessment of the latent variable, the composite index should be a good predictor of the multiple-act criterion.
No component of the index should predict the multiple-act criterion as well, because no component is directly relevant to all of the outcomes that make up the multiple-act criterion. .40*
Latent Variables and Levels of Abstraction
As indicated earlier, the focus of the latent variable approach is on the idea that the true construct is partially manifest in each of several measurable behavioral qualities. Implicit in this approach are two assumptions: (a) A superordinate quality (the latent variable) subsumes or emerges from a range of distinct lower order qualities; and (b) the superordinate quality is more important, or more interesting, or simply exists at a more appropriate level of abstraction for personality theory than is true of the lower order qualities. This, of course, is the position that Eysenck has consistently taken with respect to his construct of introversion-extroversion (see also Hampson, John, & Goldberg, 1986 ). Eysenck acknowledges that this dimension is composed of several lower order traits, but he regards the superordinate construct as being more important than its discrete manifestations (e.g., Eysenck, 1972) .
These two assumptions make a point that complements but differs somewhat from what I earlier suggested was a major benefit of combining across facets of a construct (i.e., to enhance clarity or simplicity). These two assumptions suggest that the construct in which multiple facets are combined is preferable to the constituent facets because the former exists at a more appropriate level of abstraction than do the latter. It has a "focus of convenience" that is better suited to the phenomena that a personality psychologist must address (cf. Kelly, 1955) , because it is relevant to a broader range of phenomena than are the separate facets.
The latent variable approach thus provides a justification for summing across facets of a construct: Specifically, one should combine facets if doing so yields a construct that is at the appropriate level of abstraction. It can be difficult to decide what level is "appropriate" (cf. Cantor & Kihlstrom, 1989; Carver & Scheier, 1989; Hampson et al., 1986) , but this view would hold that that decision is largely a matter of opinion.
Critique
However plausible this justification for combining, to combine measures that are conceptually distinct inevitably yields a loss of information (cf. Cattell & Kline, 1977; see Mershon & Gorsuch, 1988 , for recent evidence). This fact leads to two criticisms (two sides of the same coin, really), the more benign of which might be framed as follows: When a composite index is tested without testing the components separately, we lose information that might embellish and flesh out the picture. This criticism reflects an optimistic view, the point being that examining all possibilities would provide more information.
As an example, it might be useful to know that (hypothetically) an other-directedness facet of self-monitoring was more related than other facets to cross-situational variability of behavior, whereas an acting facet was more related than the others to audience-rated quality of self-portrayal, and so on (see Table  1 ). If one knew only that self-monitoring was moderately associated with several dependent measures (or with a multiple-act criterion derived from them), information is being lost, information that would further develop and refine the picture of how self-monitoring influences behavior.
How important is the loss of this sort of information? With respect to this criticism, it is a matter of opinion. A reply, implicit in the preceding discussion of levels of abstraction, is as follows: Although a pattern such as that in Table 1 provides a more complete picture, the most complete, complex, and detailed picture is not necessarily the picture that is most intelligible.
4 One must keep in mind the goal of researchers and theorists in personality psychology. The goal (arguably) is to predict, explain, and understand a diverse range of macro-level behaviors using personality constructs. If a multidimensional index (reflecting a latent construct) relates to a diverse range of behaviors better than does any one component dimension (as ought to be the case in principle), loss of information from relying solely on the composite index in one's research seems less important. In this view, the higher level information (i.e., the con-4 Indeed, the notion that finer distinctions should be made and additional analyses conducted to avoid loss of information can be carried to absurd lengths. It could be argued that a separate analysis should be conducted for every item in a given scale in order to find out whether one item predicts consistently better than others or whether different items predict better in different situations. Although such a strategy may occasionally be useful, it does not seem sensible as a universal recommendation. .60* .40* sistent relation of the multifaceted construct to many outcome variables) is more important than the lower level information, and one is better off not being distracted and potentially confused by the lower level information. The second criticism of the latent variable strategy also stems from the fact that information is lost when only a combined index is used. This second criticism, however, is far more serious than the first one. The problem is not so much that relying exclusively on a combined index precludes the possibility of embellishing the picture in a positive way. Rather, relying exclusively on a combined index precludes the possibility of discovering that the picture is, in fact, wrong.
Return for a moment to the hypothetical pattern of associations of self-monitoring and its constituents in Table 1 . Unless the various components, as well as the overall construct, are tested in at least some research, we as researchers and observers cannot be sure that such a pattern exists. We cannot be sure that all of the constituents of the latent variable are important. Indeed, we cannot be sure that the latent variable itself is important.
Why is this so? Consider the pattern of associations shown in Table 2 . This pattern indicates (again, hypothetically) that the acting component of the self-monitoring index is responsible for all of the observed effects of self-monitoring, not just a few. If a pattern such as this were found, not only would the other two components of self-monitoring be superfluous, but the presumed latent construct of self-monitoring would itself be superfluous. Indeed, to invoke the latent construct at all would not merely be unnecessary, it would actually be misleading.
The loss of information that comes from failing to test components separately thus can be important, because it can lead to erroneous conclusions. Perhaps the best illustration of this comes from a literature noted earlier in passing: that of the Type A behavior pattern (Friedman & Rosenman, 1974 ). This construct was devised to explain why some people are more likely than others to have heart attacks. Type A is a latent variable construct because it is believed to be an underlying quality that has multiple behavioral manifestations (see Glass, 1977) . For years, research on Type A tested predictions only from global measures of Type A. Only later did anyone ask whether the components of Type A related differentially to heart disease. When this turned out to be the case (e.g., Matthews, Glass, Rosenman, & Bortner, 1977) , work that once focused on Type A as a latent variable began to turn instead to closer examination of one facet of the pattern: hostility (Dembroski & Williams, 1989 ; see also Booth-Kewley & Friedman, 1987; Spence, Helmreich,&Pred, 1987) .
Because Type A was tested solely as a composite construct in early research, a misleading conclusion was allowed to stand unquestioned. Important information was lost, in study after study, by the failure to separate components of Pattern A and examine their individual correlates.
5 This is the danger that follows inevitably from testing only composite measures. The broad point is this: For any multifaceted construct deriving from the latent variable approach, it is impossible to know which is the more accurate depiction, Table 1 or Table 2 , unless studies are conducted in which components are tested separately.
Let me return, then, to the self-monitoring construct, which I have used in this section to illustrate the latent variable approach. Is there evidence regarding whether Table 1 or Table 2 better reflects reality with regard to self-monitoring? Yes. A fairly large number of data sets have been analyzed for the effects of separate facets as well as total composite scores (and Snyder encourages these separate analyses; see Snyder & Gangestad, 1986, p. 130) . In some studies, separate factors have predicted dependent measures better than the composite; in other cases the opposite has been true, thereby supporting the latent variable assumption (see Snyder & Gangestad, 1986 , for a review). Research on self-monitoring is not without controversy (see Briggs & Cheek, 1988; Snyder & Gangestad, 1986) , but the arguments revolve primarily around other issues.
Combining Because the Whole Is More Than the Sum of Its Parts
There is a second reason for using multifaceted constructs, which is very different from the reason discussed in the preced-ing section. Some multifaceted constructs seem to be based on the assumption that the several components interact with each other to produce the outcome effect of interest. To put it differently, this approach assumes that the whole is greater than or different from the sum of its parts. I refer to this approach here as the interactional, or synergistic, position.
This position seems to be reflected in one basis for believing that there is a relation between attributional style and depression. I am making an inference here that goes beyond the explicit statements of the theorists (e.g., Abramson et al., 1978; , although what I am saying is consistent with research based on the attributional model. My inference comes from the phrase that theorists often use to capture the essence of the depressive attributional style: "It's me, it's going to last forever, and [italics added] it's going to affect everything I do" (Peterson & Seligman, 1984, p. 350) . The point of view reflected in this phrase suggests that attributional dimensions should predict depression in a synergistic way.
Consider a hypothetical 2X2 matrix that portrays combinations of high and low levels of stability and generality of attributions for bad outcomes. (I omit Internality from this discussion because Abramson et al., 1978 , have said that its effect is not on depressed affect but on self-esteem, which typically is not measured separately in depression research.) The implications of the four cells of this matrix are straightforward: When attributions are variable and specific (the cause of a bad outcome is transient and it influences only one class of events), there is no reason for depression. There is also no reason for depression when attributions are stable and specific (the cause is more permanent, but it only influences one class of events) or when attributions are variable and global (although the cause influences many classes of events, its influence is transient).
It is only when there is a combination of stability and globality (the cause is permanent, and it influences every domain of life) that depression should occur ("it's going to last forever, and it's going to affect everything that happens to me"). Being high on one dimension should not matter much unless one is also high on the other dimension. Thus, the model would appear to be synergistic.
Critique
The appropriate test of a synergistic model is to examine the interaction between variables. This is true whether the component variables are conceptualized as explicitly interactive (as I have just done with respect to attributional style) or as more vaguely synergistic, that is, with one quality seeming to have a greater impact or a different meaning when the other quality is also present (which seems consistent with the way most people write about attributional style). If the effect of Variable A on some outcome is enhanced when high levels of Variable B are present, the result should be a statistical interaction between A and B on that outcome variable.
With respect to attributional style, the possibility of an interaction between attributional dimensions has never, to my knowledge, been tested statistically and reported. Contemporary attributional style research uses only an additive combination of the component variables. The need to test for an interaction, however, seems to be.a logical consequence of any synergistic theorizing. To the extent that the attributional style approach to depression is accurately construed as a synergistic theory, it apparently has never had a proper test.
A potential rebuttal to this criticism is that if correlations among the components of a multifaceted construct are strong, an additive composite may act as a reasonable stand-in for the interaction term. The broad rejoinder to this rebuttal is that if the correlations among components are that strong, the components probably are not distinct components at all but measure a single quality. In addition, the rebuttal is not particularly helpful in the specific case of attributional style, because the correlations among attributional dimensions are not that strong; bad-outcome scales correlated an average of .37 in Carver, Ganellen, and Behar-Mitrani (1985) , .23 in Manly et al. (1982) , and .30 in Peterson et al. (1982) .
Attributional Style Reconsidered
The preceding section presented an attributional analysis that differs from the explicit statements of theorists who developed the attributional style construct, although it does not seem out of line with the way in which they have discussed the construct. In evaluating the merits of the research strategy of combining the separate facets of attributional style prior to testing hypotheses, however, I should consider two other possibilities. Both of these possibilities begin by rejecting the assertion that the attribution-style model is synergistic in nature.
Combining across facets as a convenience. Formal statements of the attribution-theory analysis of depression (Abramson et al., 1978; differ in an important way, in fact, from my characterization of the attributional approach in the preceding section and from the way in which the approach is tested by the theorists themselves. The theoretical statements say explicitly that each attributional dimension plays a unique role regarding depression. The stability dimension should predict the time course of any depression that might occur. Globality should predict the diffuseness of any depression that might occur. Internality is responsible for loss of selfesteem, but it should not be involved in creating depressed affect or any other deficit of depression (Abramson et al., 1978) .
This conceptual analysis (which, to my knowledge, has never been fully tested in this form either, although a partial test was reported by Alloy, Peterson, Abramson, & Seligman, 1984) provides no logical basis whatever for summing across attributional dimensions. If different facets explicitly predict different dependent measures, then combining across scales can only be regarded as confusing and counterproductive. The justification provided by Peterson and Seligman (1984) for combining is that it bolsters reliability, although it remains a mystery why this should be so if the attributional dimensions differ from each other and are associated with different outcome variables.
In any event, it obviously is impossible to test the idea that stability (but no other aspect of attribution) predicts the time course of depression except by testing the individual dimensions separately (something that Hamilton & Abramson, 1983 , apparently had the opportunity to do in their data but chose not to). It is similarly impossible to test the idea that any other dimension of attribution is uniquely associated with the effect to which it is linked theoretically, except to examine the dimen-sions separately (cf. Alloy et al., 1984) . If the theory is taken at face value (i.e., the form in which it was written), it apparently has never received a proper test.
Attributional style as a latent variable theory. A third possibility is that the attribution-style analysis is neither a synergistic theory nor (despite the theoretical statements) a theory in which separate dimensions predict separate consequences. The third possibility is that this is really a latent variable theory. The three dimensions are added to each other because each one provides an imperfect manifestation of the variable that actually underlies the behavioral effects. As indicated earlier, latent variable reasoning does provide a plausible justification for adding dimensions prior to testing predictions.
But what is the latent variable? What underlying construct provides a basis for thinking that bad outcomes are going to last forever and that they will occur in all domains of life? Seligman's recent vocabulary for discussing attributional style suggests a candidate. The depressive attributional style is currently characterized as "pessimistic," the alternative style as "optimistic." Perhaps, then, pessimism is the latent variable, whereas the tendency to say that the causes of bad events will last forever and will apply broadly are simply verbal manifestations of the latent variable. In this view-given the logic of the latent variable approach-the attributions themselves are less important than the latent variable that they imperfectly reflect.
Is the attributional procedure of triangulating on the latent construct of optimism-pessimism a defensible one?
6 Yes. It is, however, subject to the criticisms outlined earlier regarding the use of the latent variable approach. Recall that the essential question is whether important information is being lost when the dimensions are combined before testing predictions. How sure are we as researchers and observers that the attributional composite does a better job of predicting outcome variables than do the components? How sure are we that all facets of the style matter for the dependent measures that are being predicted? How sure are we that the effect of the composite is not being carried by a single component?
A number of articles have reported information on these questions, but different authors interpret the information differently (e.g., Hammen, 1985; Robins, 1988; Sweeney, Anderson, & Bailey, 1986) . On the other hand, it is increasingly becoming true that the information that can answer these questions is being omitted from research reports. One wonders whether closure has been reached prematurely (as in the case of Type A) on the question of whether all dimensions of attribution are relevant to the symptoms of depression and other relevant outcome variables. It is distressing to realize that this question can never even be addressed if research articles on attributional style continue to report the attributional data only as composite scores. 
Which Type of Construct Is Hardiness?
In discussing assumptions underlying the use of multifaceted constructs, I have also indicated which assumption appears to underlie two of the three constructs with which I began. Thus far I have not addressed hardiness in that respect. I frankly am unsure which type of construct hardiness is. If hardiness is a single quality that is imperfectly manifest in three different ways (control, mastery, and challenge), then hardiness is a latent variable construct. If hardiness is a personality quality in which the value of one component element builds on the power of the others, then it is a synergistic construct.
Although it is unclear which of these two characterizations is more accurate, the answer to that question has important consequences for how the theory should be tested and evaluated. Research to date has examined hardiness only from the latent variable point of view (i.e., no one has tested the possibility of an interaction among facets). Thus, only this view of the construct can be evaluated. The available data (see Hull et al., 1987) suggest that it is far too soon to stop conducting separate tests of the facets of hardiness. One of its three constituents-challenge-consistently fails to be associated with the health outcomes that the overall construct was devised to predict.
Note how important it is that at least some researchers have examined the separate dimensions of this construct separately. If separate tests of the three facets of hardiness had not been conducted in each of several studies, no one would know about this absence of association. Instead, we all would have been led to an erroneous conclusion.
Conclusion
Adoption of a multifaceted construct seems to occur when the construct, perhaps because of the label chosen for it, serves as a convenient summary for several subsidiary tendencies that contribute to it. It is adopted when the whole seems more meaningful than any specific part and perhaps even more than the sum of the parts. Appealing to any one component of such a construct fails to capture something of its overall essence. Multidimensional personality concepts clearly have a degree of psychological appeal, as evidenced by their relative prevalence in contemporary theory.
Examined more closely, the choice to adopt a multifaceted construct as the construct of theoretical convenience seems to reflect one of two assumptions, although the assumption rarely is articulated by the theorist. One assumption is that the underlying construct is assessed indirectly by measures of its various manifestations (what I have called the latent variable approach). By measuring several manifestations, the researcher is more likely to gain a complete grasp of the underlying construct of interest. The alternative assumption is that the construct is more than the sum of its component parts, that each component gains something from its association with the others (what I have called the synergistic approach). 6 It is of passing interest that if the latent variable in this case is indeed optimism-pessimism, that variable can be measured directly (Beck, Weissman, Lester, & Trexler, 1974; Fibel & Hale, 1978; Scheier & Carver, 1985) , permitting one to avoid the problems discussed here. 7 The problem under discussion here is further compounded by the fact that the nature of the composite varies substantially (and apparently arbitrarily) from study to study, sometimes incorporating two attributional dimensions rather than three, sometimes using attributions for good outcomes rather than bad, sometimes combining across both types of outcomes. Thus, predictors are not even comparable from study to study, raising questions about what inferences are legitimately made from the literature as a whole.
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These assumptions yield explanations of behavior that are different from each other. The assumptions also have implications for how theories that rest on them should be evaluated empirically, and the implications differ considerably from the one assumption to the other. The synergistic approach is dealt with readily and simply. To put it bluntly, this approach provides no justification whatever for summing components into an index. The only way to conduct an adequate empirical test of a prediction from a synergistic construct is to look for a statistical interaction between or among the constituent variables that contribute to it.
With regard to the latent variable approach, the situation is more complex. This approach does offer a legitimate justification for creating a summed index. There are, however, two reasons for being cautious about adopting such a strategy, even within this approach. The less important objection is that this strategy does not permit one to develop a complete understanding of empirical associations within one's theoretical framework. Using this strategy will yield a sketch instead of a detailed drawing.
The more important objection is that unless we as researchers test the components separately, we can never know whether all the components are necessary and important. Indeed, we can never even know whether the presumed underlying construct is needed in order to account for the research results. If we want to be sure we know what we are finding out in the research, we need to test the components as well as the composite index. Must the components be tested endlessly, in every single study? No, probably not. How much is enough? Unfortunately, there is no clear answer to this question. At a minimum, one should show that different facets do matter in different circumstances, that no single facet is responsible for all of the statistical effects obtained, and that the composite index provides a better picture overall than do any of the facets.
